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Tramontina Machete - Old Jimbo's Site

Sep 7, 2002 - had to work with the Gransfors hatchet. Naturally I had to try the Tramontina to see the edge fold, chip and destruct! Well it didn't - and then I ... 
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Tramontina Machete



After trying a cheap Coglins machete to compare with the old heavy Barteaux, I wasn't in any great hurry to try more cheap machetes! Eventually though I was buying some axe handles and saw some Tramontinas. I'd heard good things about them so I parted with the $11.00 (CAN) and grabbed one...



I had to sand the top of the wooden handle to make it comfortable enough to use - and I even took a few minutes to hone the edge to try to remove the worst of the coarse factory grinding - and folded over edge. Finally today I took it trail clearing and was very impressed. It does a wonderful job of cutting devils club and is far less tiring to use than the heavy Barteaux. It only got about half an hour's use today but it sure did a lot of cutting! The edge held up just fine, and I was one happy trail clearer. The thin light blade with just a minimal sharpening job cut right through the devil's club without causing them to snap back and needle me.



Naturally I had gone without thinking to bring a larger axe or saw, so when it came time to remove some dry snags I had to work with the Gransfors hatchet. Naturally I had to try the Tramontina to see the edge fold, chip and destruct! Well it didn't - and then I was really impressed! It's not much of a chopper due to the lack of weight but it did a reasonable job of splitting out enough chunks to start a fire. Cutting thin green poles of shelter building size was also handled very well.



You need a lot more than a half day's use to really get to know a tool, but the first impressions are very favorable. I was immediately able to see a vast difference between this machete and one that cost a little more but was total junk in use. The edge held up and while I don't expect much through honing back - I'd expect to see some improvement. The handle was very comfortable if a little less than totally secure. I have some more sanding and shaping to do on it - and then I'm sure I'll be very happy with it. It does impart far less of a vibration back to the wrist than the aluminium handled Barteaux - partly due to the handle and partly due to the lighter weight of the blade.



You don't get much of a sheath with a $10 machete but it did come with a vinyl sheath which can be "improved" to hold a sharp edge. I'll probably use some thin wood panelling strips to make a box inside for the blade.



I'll be getting some pictures up in the next few days to compare the two machetes and the modifications I'll be making to the handle, to make it more secure in the hand. I'm not too sure where to drill a thong hole - but I'll get that figured out.



And After A Few Days..



I 'm sure happy with the way the machete is working out. So far it hasn't bent in light splitting - and the edge has only one significant ding - probably from a rock since it's on the tip and I don't worry about the tip. I'm just doing the polishing of the bevel today so all the machete has had is some rough sharpening with a coarse stone. I've been chopping quite a bit of green alder in the 1-2" range and the edge has held very well.



I have a buddy picking up another Tram so that I can see if there is any major difference. That's probably not going to tell very much if they're from the same lot - but maybe.. The thing is that the original Tram is holding up so well that I'd figure that it's one of the better ones. Quality control of $10 tools is pretty well going to be non existent so it's hard to tell if what I've been using is representative of the rest of the Tramontinas out there. Maybe I have the best of these and got the worst of the Coglins - who knows? The bottom line is that if a person could have some hope of getting a machete that's pretty reasonable for $10, then they have an awesome clearing implement. While a brusher will do a lot more work, a machete is light to carry and fun to use.
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Tramontina Machete I'm also in the process of making the edge on the Barteaux far more acute so that it chops better in hard wood without glancing. Maybe it'll chop devils club better now too. We'll have to see!



I guess I am seeing some good stuff concerning machetes. In trail clearing I wander along with an axe and saw. I sure don't need a full sized brusher to add to the load. I'm still concerned with safety though. You sure have to be careful unless you are wearing chainsaw pants or chaps. You don't get very far unless the machete is really sharp with the plant life around here. A slip with a machete and you're going to need a lot more than a few band -aids!



Post-scriptum :Original article at OldJimbo's site.
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Untitled - Tramontina 

Calidad, durabilidad, resistencia y excelente desempeÃ±o. Estas son las principales caracterÃsticas de la pava con fondo triple de Tramontina. Design Collection.
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Draw knife - Old Jimbo's Site 

Sep 6, 2002 - You can choose to buy it with a blade protector from Lee Valley or make your own. I like my stuff sharp so I elected to construct my own sheath ...
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Draw knife - Old Jimbo's Site 

Sep 6, 2002 - You can choose to buy it with a blade protector from Lee Valley or make your own. I like my stuff sharp so I elected to construct my own sheath ...
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Tripod Tips - Old Jimbo's Site 

Aug 10, 2006 - Lake Fork Trail Montana Day Photo Walk 2003. The third tip is to buy and use a tripod head quick release system. The best systems are ones ...
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Tripod Tips - Old Jimbo's Site 

Aug 10, 2006 - weather, but also pad the legs for over-the-shoulder carry. ... The third tip is to buy and use a tripod head quick release system. .... Slide the Prussik knot up the tail to hoist the camera bag nearly off the ground and Bob's your ..
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Nessmuk and his Tools - Old Jimbo's Site 

Apr 27, 2005 - list was very straightforward and minimal. This article will look primarily at his sharp tool selections and discuss modern "equivalents" but first let ...
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Saber Cut Saw - Old Jimbo's Site 

May 25, 2004 - Ultimate Survival Saber Cut Saw consists of a chain saw, like the one used on motor powered chainsaws, but it is thinner, the teeth are ...
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Sep 6, 2002 - a lot of effort and time and I didn't believe I was doing things right. ... The technique that allowed me to get close was using a diamond stone to set a bevel, ... The important part though is that the high points on the edge are remov
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po 403 bushcraft - Old Jimbo's Site 

So, a survival situation is the absence of all, or most, of the equipment ... collect from closer in. ..... The following may be used as a guide to judge the distance.
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Nessmuk Bush Knife Review - Old Jimbo's Site 

Jul 23, 2007 - possessed by Aki, I could really get something special. ... I have a wolf dog and admittedly have a wolf fetish. .... I highly suggest you go to.
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Cold steel twistmaster - Old Jimbo's Site 

Sep 6, 2002 - It's huge for a pocket knife! ... It's sort of in three parts: Why did I get this ... The strange blade shape pays off when holding the knife well forward ...
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All Kitted Out - Old Jimbo's Site 

Jul 3, 2003 - I have named specific brands or manufacturers ... A small torch is invaluable, whether you are trying to find the hole for door key or map ... Making cordage from natural materials is very time consuming and if you use your ..... made f
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All Kitted Out - Old Jimbo's Site 

Jul 3, 2003 - If you travel more than two days walk from home (40-50 miles) then the 72 .... Even if the fuel runs out, the metal flint will still give off sparks and the .... the torch can be used as an area light or marker as well as a reliable fla
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po 403 bushcraft - Old Jimbo's Site 

smoke, a mirror, piles of branches, patterns in the snow, etc. Place objects in ..... Snow cave â€“ is made from a large snowdrift, or deep snow. Dig into the snow ...
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Woodcraft and Camping - Old Jimbo's Site 

all our investigations lead us to consider this book has fallen into public domain. It is therefore our pleasure to provide our readers this great book in an pdf ...
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Tinder for sparkling rods - Old Jimbo's Site 

Sep 6, 2002 - A tinder should be fine and hair-like in consistency, dry, and have lots of .... This is the green or black lichen that looks like tufts of hair hanging ...
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Axes and hatchets - Old Jimbo's Site 

Sep 6, 2002 - Gear reviews and tests - Edged tools - Axes and hatchets - .... Generally in books, the author will give a little general information on axes, and ...
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The Ultimate Bivy - Old Jimbo's Site 

May 5, 2005 - the hood provides such fantastic protection from the weather that it ... in the Bivanorak, many Bushcrafters carry a large plastic garbage bag.
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Modern primitive weapons - Old Jimbo's Site 

Sep 6, 2002 - It's a logical first weapon to make if you find yourself in a survival ... Use the wire saw to cut it from the tree, don't hack it or break it free; this will ...
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Bahco Kochanski bush axe - Old Jimbo's Site 

Apr 26, 2004 - First one I picked was flawless, with almost vertical grain in handle, with slightly curved annual rings which can be taken as proof that it is from ...
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old 

My mother is (+ young) than my father. 5. Today, the weather is (+ bad) than yesterday. 6. For some people, reading is (- interesting) than using a computer. 7.
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Parang Lading and Klewang Sumbawa - Old Jimbo's Site 

Jan 9, 2003 - I can see that with swords designed for slashing, but it's .... The tip heavy parang clears everything in its path. .... It's strange to think that there.
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Calvin Rutstrum, His Published Works - Old Jimbo's Site 

Mar 17, 2004 - corpsman, buying and selling land, working as a bank criminal detective ..... added chapters on Fishing, Hunting, and Survival, and dropped the ...
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